Absrracr-This paper extends the polynominal time algorithm obtained in [7] to find a minimal cardinality path set that long covers each lead or gate input of a digital logic circuit. The extension of this paper allows one to find, in polynominal time, a minimal cardinality path set that both long and short covers these leads or gate inputs.
I. INTRODUCTION N THE design of ultra-fast digital logic circuits it is I important to ascertain the maximum and minimum delays suffered by signals through the circuits. The need to ascertain maximum circuit delays is quite obvious. The need to ascertain minimum circuit delays arises due to requirements on data hold times at the inputs to flip-flops, the data skew, and other timing constraints in high-speed pipelines [19] , insuring correct data at the inputs of edge triggered flip-flops, and in the design of reliabile asynchronous sequential logic circuits [ 171.
In order to verify that the delays along all circuit paths are within specified upper and lower bounds, one can attempt to test all circuit paths. Unfortunately such an approach would be impractical due to the large number of paths in a circuit. A more practical approach is to test enough paths such that each circuit lead is included in at least one path. The set of paths that are to be tested should be such that a "robust" path delay fault detecting test exists for each path in the test [20] . Methods to design combinational logic circuits such that every path in the circuit has a robust path delay fault detecting test have been proposed [ 181, [2 11 . In such testable circuits one can select a set of circuit paths such that each circuit is included in at least one path. The model we use is directly applicable to these circuits. In other circuits, it is possible Reddy for several paths to be not testable. In this case it will be necessary to iterate on our algorithm until a set of testable paths has been obtained. Verification of signal propagation in logic circuits is essential to ensure correct operation. Such verification is necessary to determine reliable speed of operation and usable clock frequencies. To perform such verification one normally choses a collection of paths to "test" [ l ] , [2,] , [41, [51, [71, [9] , [12] - [15] . Of the several methods proposed [9] , [ 121 to select paths to be tested, one is to select a set, MaxSP, of paths such that for each lead I in the given circuit, there is at least one input to output path in MaxSP which exhibits maximum modeled delay among all circuit paths that contain 1. We say that the set MaxSP long covers the leads of the circuit. Li, Reddy, and Sahni [7] have developed a polynominal time algorithm to find a minimum cardinality MaxSP.
S. M .
A set of paths MinSP such that for each lead 1 there is at least one input to output path in MinSP, which exhibits minimum modeled delay among all circuit paths that contain 1. is also useful in verifying correct circuit operation. MinSP short covers the leads of the circuit. The algorithm of [7] is easily modified to find a minimum cardinality MinSP.
When testing under minimum and maximum propagation delays, one really needs a set, MinMaxSP, of input to output paths such that for each lead 1 there is at least one path in MinMaxSP which exhibits minimum modeled delay and at least one (not necessarily different) which exhibits maximum modeled delay. The need to test the shortest propagation delays through circuit paths occurs in the design as asynchronous sequential logic circuits [ l 11, synchronous sequential logic circuits with data driven clocks, and in the design of sequential circuits using a single (instead of multiple or two-phase nonoverlapping) clock signal. MinMaxSP both short and long covers the leads in the circuit. It is easy to see that if X is a MinSP set and Y a MaxSP set, then X U Y is a MinMaxSP set. However, one can easily construct circuits with the property that 
4) type Lnn:
in which each edge has a single delay associated with it ( Fig. 1 ). Every vertex in N with indegree 0 is a source vertex. A sink vertex is one which has outdegree 0. Vertices 1 and 2 are the source vertices of Fig. 1 while 7 and 8 are its sink vertices. The weight of a source to sink path L is the sum of the weights of the edges in L. The path L long covers the edge
is an edge of L and ii) the weight of L is maximum among all paths L that contain edge ( i , j ) . A set, X , of source to sink paths is a long cover of the network iff every edge of N is long covered by at least one path in X . The path set X = { 13 468, 1357, 2457, 2468 } is a minimum cardinality long cover of the network of Fig. 1 .
The network model, N , of a circuit, C, obtained in [7] has the property that from a minimum cardinality long cover of N one easily obtains a minimum cardinality MaxSP for C . The network model N is transformed into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) GL. A source to sink path in GL covers an edge ( i , j ) iff ( i , j ) is on the path. A set of source to sink paths is a DAG cover iff each edge ( i , j ) of GL is on at least one path in the set. The GL obtained from N has the property that from any minimum cardinality DAG cover of GL one can easily obtain a minimum cardinality long cover of N and in turn a minimum cardinality MaxSP of the modeled circuit C.
To obtain GL from N , the edges of N are first classified into one of the categories Lyy, Lny, Lyn, and Lnn. Let source ( i ) denote the set of paths in N that begin at a source vertex of N and end at vertex i. Let sink( i ) denote the set of paths in N that begin at i and end at a sink vertex of N . Let longest ( X ) be the set of longest paths in X . The classification for an edge ( i , j ) is defined as: 1) type Lyy:
2 ) type Lny:
and longest (source ( j ) ); ( i , j ) is not on any path in longest ( s i n k ( i ) ) but is on a path in longest (source ( j ) ) ;
GL is now obtained from N by replacing each edge ( i, j ) of type Lnn, Lyn, or Lny by a new edge as given in the table of Fig. 2 . This replacement introduces new vertices as indicated.
A minimum cardinality DAG cover for GL is obtained by modeling GL as a flow network and obtaining a minimum flow.
OBTAINING A MINIMUM CARDINALITY MINMAXSP

I Minimum Cardina lity MinSP
First, consider the problem of obtaining a minimum cardinality path set to short cover the circuit leads. As in [7] , the circuit is modeled by a network N . This modeling is identical to that for long covering. A source to sink path
is an edge of L and ii) the weight of L is minimum among all source to sink paths that contain edge ( i, j ) .
A short cover of a network N is a set of source to sink paths such that each edge of N is short covered by at least one path in the path set. The path set { 13 457, 13 468, 1357, 2457 } is a minimum cardinality short cover of the network of Fig. 1 . From a minimum cardinality short cover of N , one can obtain a minimum cardinality short cover of the modeled circuit C in the same way as one obtains a long cover of C from a long cover of N [7] .
To obtain a minimum cardinality short cover of N , one constructs a dag G, in a manner similar to the construction of GL. Let shortest ( X ) denote the set of shortest paths in X . The edges in N are classified as below: Fig. 3 . The proof of [7] is easily modified to show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between DAG covers for Gs and short covers for N . Further, from a minimum cardinality DAG cover for Gs a corresponding minimum cardinality short cover for N is obtained in the same manner as for long covers. A minimum cardinality DAG cover for Gs is obtained using a network flow model identical to that for GL. Our algorithm to find a minimum cardinality MinMaxSP begins with the DAG'S GL and Gs and constructs a new DAG GLS with the property that a minimum cardinality DAG cover for GLS corresponds to a minimum cardinality cover for N that both long and short covers the edges of N . This in turn corresponds to a minimum cardinality MinMaxSP of the modeled circuit. Since a minimum cardinality long and short cover of N may contain a path that long covers some edges and short covers others, we need to understand the conditions under which this may occur. For this, we study some properties of the paths and edges in N .
Path and Edge Properties
From our earlier discussion, we know that each edge has a Luv and Swx, U , U , w , x E { y , n ] classification. In addition to these, we provide an edge ( i, j ) with a third classification:
G I : longest (source ( i ) ) = shortest (source ( i ) )
and longest (sink
and longest (sink ( j )) # shortest (sink ( j )).
G3: longest (source ( i ) ) # shortest (source ( i ) )
and longest (sink ( j )) = shortest (sink ( j )).
G4: longest (source ( i )) # shortest (source (i))
iff all paths from a source vertex to vertex i have the same length; longest (source ( i )) # shortest (source ( i )) iff at least two source to i paths have different lengths; longest (sink ( j )) = shortest (sink ( j )) iff all paths from j to a sink vertex are of the same length; and longest (sink ( j )) # shortest (sink ( j )) iff at least two paths fromj to a sink have different lengths.
, then there are at least two paths of different length from source vertices to k , and hence, to i (as there is a path from k to i in P). This contradicts the requirement on vertex i that shortest (source (sink ( j ) ) # shortest (sink ( j )) and since there is a path from to I t o j , longest (sink ( I )) # shortest (sink ( I ) ) . So, 0
Lemma 2: Let P be a path in N . If P contains an edge ( i, j ) of type G3, then all edges following ( i, j ) are of type G3.
( k , I ) is a G2 edge.
Proof: Similar to that of Lemma 1 .
0
Lemma 3: No path P in N can contain both a GI and a G4 edge.
Proof: Suppose there is a path P that contains a G1
, there are at least two paths of different lengths from I to sinks. Hence, there are at least two paths of different lengths f r o m j to sinks. So, Proof: Since longest (source ( i ) ) = shortest (source (i)) and longest (sink ( j ) ) = shortest (sink ( j )), all source to sink paths that include ( i , j ) are of the same length. Hence, ( i, j ) is both long and short covered by each such Lemma 5: Let ( i, j ) be of type G2 and let P be a path that includes ( i , j ) .
of the edges that precede it on the path P are short covered by P. b) If P short covers ( i, j ), then neither ( i , j ) nor any of the edges that precede it on the path P are long covered by P.
Hence, P cannot short cover ( i , j ) or any of the edges that precede it on path P. The proof for b) is similar. 0 Corollary I : No path can short cover one G2 edge and long cover another (possibly the same) G2 edge.
Proofi Suppose that some path P short covers some G2 edge ( i , j ) . Then from Lemma 5 b), it follows that P cannot long cover ( i , j ) or any of the edges that precede it on P. If P long covers some G2 edge ( k , I ) that follows ( i , j ) , then from Lemma 5 a) it follows that P contains both a G1 and a G4 edge.
This contradicts the assumption that P short covers ( i , j ) . So, P cannot long cover any G2 edge. The proof for the case when P long covers some G2 edge is similar. 0 Lemma 6: Let ( i , j ) be of type G3 and let P be a path that includes ( i , j ) . a) If P long covers ( i , j ), then neither ( i , j ) nor any of the edges that follow it on the path P are short covered by P .
b) If P short covers ( i , j ), then neither ( i , j ) nor any of the edges that follow it on the path P are long covered by P .
Proof: a) Since ( i , j ) is of type G3, longest (source ( i ) ) # shortest (source ( i ) ) . Consequently, the segment Y of P that precedes the edge ( i , j ) is not in shortest ( i ) .
Hence, P cannot short cover ( i , j ) or any of the edges U Corollary 2: No path can short cover one G3 edge and long cover another (possibly the same) G3 edge.
Proof: Suppose that some path P short covers the G3 edge ( i , j ), From Lemma 6 b), it follows that P cannot long cover ( i , j ) or any of the edges that follow it. If P long covers some G3 edge ( k , I ) that precedes ( i , j ) , then from Lemma 6 a), it follows that P cannot short cover any of the edges that follow ( k, I ) . In particular, P cannot short cover the edge ( i, j ) . This contradicts the assumption on P . Hence, P cannot long cover any G3 edge. In a similar manner, we can show that a path that long 0 Lemma 7: Let ( i , j ) be of type G4 and let P be a path a) If P long covers ( i, j ), then it short covers no edge b) If P short covers ( i , j ), then it long covers no edge Proof: a) Since ( i , j ) is a G4 edge, longest (source ( i ) ) # shortest (source ( i ) ) and longest (sink ( j ) ) # shortest (sink ( j )). Since P long covers ( i , j ), the segment Y of P that follows ( i , j ) is in longest (sink ( j ) ) and the segment Z of P that precedes ( i, j ) is in longest (source ( i ) ) . Consequently, Y is not in shortest (sink ( j )) and Z is not in shortest (source ( i ) ) . Hence, P cannot short c l Lemma 8: A source to sink path P long covers a G2 edge ( i , j ) and short covers a G3 edge ( k , 1 ) iff: i) ( k , I ) is a successor of ( i , j ) in P ; ii) the path segment of P from the source vertex to k is in shortest (source ( k ) ) ; and iii) the path segment of P f r o m j to the sink vertex is in longest (sink ( j ) ) .
Proof: First consider the "only if" part. Assume that P long covers the G2 edge ( i , j ) and short covers the G3 edge ( k , 1 ) . From Lemma 5, it follows that ( k , I ) must be a successor of ( i , j ) . For ii) and iii), we note that P ~-that follow it. The proof for b) is similar.
~~ covers a G3 edge cannot short cover a G3 edge.
that includes ( i , j ) .
in P .
cover any edge. The proof for b) is similar.
has the form P I ( i , j ) P 2 ( k , 1 ) P 3 . Since P short covers
Next consider the "if" part. We may assume that both ( i , j ) and ( k , 1 ) are on P . We need to show that conditions i)-iii) imply that ( i , j ) is long covered and ( k, 1 ) is short covered. Since ( k , 1 ) is to the right of ( i , J ), P is of the form P I ( i , j ) P2 ( k , 1 ) P , . Let PL ( i , J ) P , be some path in N that long covers ( i , j ) . We need to show that P has the same length as this path. Since, P2 ( k , 1 ) P3 E longest (sink ( j )), and PL ( i , j ) P , long covers ( i , j ), P2 ( k , 1 ) P3 and PL have the same length.
Also, since ( i , j ) is of type G2, P, and PL have the same length. So, P long covers ( i , j ) .
Let PL ( k , 1 ) PR be some path in N that short covers ( k, 1 ) . P short covers ( k , 1 ) iff its length is the same as that of PL( k , 1 ) PR. The lengths of PL and P I ( i, j )P2 are the same as both are in shortest (source ( k )). Since ( k , 1 ) is of type G3, longest (sink ( 1 )) = shortest (sink ( 1 )). So P3 and PR have the same length. Hence, P and U PL( k , 1 ) PR are o f the same length.
Lemma 9: If a source to sink path P long covers a G2 edge ( i , j ) and short covers a G3 edge ( k , 1 ), then all paths betweenj and k have the same length.
Proof: From Lemma 8 i) it follows that ( k , 1 ) is a successor of ( i , j ) on P . So, there is at least one path from j to k in the network. Let P be of the form XYZ where X is the segment of P from source to vertex j (i.e., the last edge in X is ( i , j ) ), Y is the segment from vertex j to vertex k , and Z is the segment that begins with edge ( k, 1 ) and ends at the sink vertex. From Lemma 8 ii) and iii), it follows that XY is in shortest (source ( k )) and YZ is in longest (sink ( j ) ) . Now, suppose that the network has a path W from j to k whose length is different from that of the segment Y. If its length is less than the length of Y, then XW is a shorter source to k path than XY and so XY cannot be in shortest (source ( k ))-a contradiction. On the other hand, if the length of W is more than that of Y , then WZ is a longerj to sink path than YZ and so YZ cannot be in longest (sink ( j ))-a contradiction. So, there is n o j to k path W whose length is different from that of Y . Hence, all j to k paths in the network are of the same length.
Lemma 10: A source to sink path P short covers a G2 edge ( i , j ) and long covers a G3 edge ( k , 1 ) iff i) ( k , 1 ) is a successor of ( i , j ) in P ; ii) the path segment of P from the source vertex to k is in longest (source ( k ) ) ; and iii) the path segment of P f r o m j to the sink vertex is in shortest (sink ( j )).
Proof: Similar to that of Lemma 8.
Lemma 1 1 : Let P be a path that short covers a non-G1 edge ( i , j ) and long covers a non-G1 edge ( k , 1 ) . P has the form PLP,PR where PL consists solely of G2 edges, PR consists solely of G3 edges, and P , is either empty or consists solely of G1 edges or solely of G4 edges. Neither PL nor PR is empty.
Proof: If ( i, j ) is a G4 edge, then from Lemma 7 it follows that P cannot long cover any edge. However, by assumption, P long covers ( k , 1 ) . So, ( i , j ) is not a G4 edge. Similarly, ( k , I ) is not a G4 edge. If < i , j ) is a G2 edge, then from Corollary 1 ( k , 1 ) cannot be a G2 edge and so must be a G3 edge. If ( i, j ) is a G3 edge, then from Corollary 2 ( k , 1 ) cannot be a G3 edge and so must be a G2 edge. Hence, there are two cases to consider. a) ( i, j ) is a G2 edge and ( k , 1 ) is a G3 edge. b) ( i, j ) is a G3 edge and ( k , 1 ) is a G2 edge. Let us consider case a) first. Let ( i', j ' ) be the last G2 edge on P and let ( k', 1' ) be the first G3 edge on P . From Lemma 1, it follows that all edges that precede ( i', j f ) in P are G2 edges and from Lemma 2, it follows that all edges that follow ( k ' , I' ) in P are G3 edges. So, ( i', j ' ) precedes ( k ' , 1' ) . Let P , be the segment of P from the source vertex up to and including ( i', j ' ) and let P R be the segment of P from (and including) ( k ' , 1' ) to the end of P . Let P,,, be the segment between PL and PR. We have already shown that PL consists solely of G2 edges, PR consists solely of G3 edges, P, includes at least the edge ( i, j ) and so is not empty, and PR includes at least the edge ( k , I ) and so is not empty. It remains to show that PM consists solely of G1 edges or solely of G4 edges.
From our selection of ( i f , j ' ) and ( k ' , I' ) it follows that PM cannot contain any G2 or G3 edges. Also, from Lemma 3, P,,, cannot contain both a G1 and a G4 edge. So, if PM is not empty, then it consists soley of G1 or solely of G4 edges. Now, we prove the Lemma for case b). Let ( i ' , j ' ) be the first G3 edge on P and let ( k ' , 1' ) be the last G2 edge on P . From Lemma 1, it follows that all edges that precede ( k', I' ) in P are G2 edges and from Lemma 2, it follows that all edges that follow (i', j ' ) in P are G3 edges. So, ( k ' , I' ) precedes ( i ' , j ' ) . Let PL be the segment of P from the source vertex up to and including k ' , I' ) and let PR be the segment of P from (and including) ( i', j f ) to the end of P . Let PM be the segment between PL and PR. PL consists solely of G2 edges, P R consists solely of G3 edges, and neither PL nor PR is empty. From our selection of ( i', j ' ) and ( k ' , I' ) it follows that P,,, cannot contain any G2 or G3 edges. Also, from Lemma 3, P,,, cannot contain both a G1 and a G4 edge. So, if P , is not empty, then it consists solely of G1 or solely of G4 edges.
Lemma 12: Let P be as in Lemma 11 a) If ( i, j ) is in PL, then the last short covered edge in P is of type Syn or Snn and the first long covered edge is of type Lny or Lnn.
b) If ( k , 1 ) is in PL, then the last long covered edge in P is of type Lyn or Lnn and the first short covered edge is of type Sny or Snn.
Proof:
We prove only a). The proof for b) is similar. By assumption, ( i, j ) is a short covered edge and it is in P,. So, we are in case a) of the proof of Lemma 11.
Hence, ( i, j ) is a G2 edge and ( k , 1 ) is a G3 edge which must be part of PR. Let ( a , b ) be the last short covered edge of P . From Corollary 2, it follows that this edge cannot by a G3 edge. Hence, it must be part of PL or P M . In either case, it precedes PR. Let ( b , c ) immediately follow ( a , b ) in P ( ( b, c ) exists as PR is not empty). We need to show that ( a , b ) is not on any path in shortest (source ( b ) ) . Suppose ( a, b ) is on a shortest path Q from some source vertex to b. Q has the form X ( a , b ) and P has the form P' ( a , b ) ( b, c )PI'. Since ( a, b ) is short covered by P , X , and P' have the same length. Since P short covers ( a , b ), ( b, c ) P'' is a shortest path from b to a sink. Hence, X ( a , b ) ( 6 , c ) P" short covers ( b, c ) . So, P = P ' ( a , b ) ( b , c ) P " short covers ( b , c ) . This contradicts the assumption that ( a , b ) is the last short covered edge. Consequently, ( a , b ) is not on any path in shortest (source ( b )). Hence ( a , b ) is of type Syn or Snn.
Since ( i, j ) is short covered and of type G2, Corrollary 1 implies that the long covered edges cannot be of type G2. From Lemma 11, it follows that the long covered edges must be in P,,, and/or PR and so must follow PL. Let ( f, g ) be the first long covered edge. We need to show that ( f, g ) is not on any path in longest (sink (f)). Let ( e, f ) be the edge that immediately precedes it on P . Such an edge must exist, since by Lemma 11, PL is not empty. If ( f, g ) Y is in longest (sink (f)), then the length of Y must equal that of P'' where
) is long covered by P , P' is a longest path from a source to e. Now, since P' E longesr (source ( e ) ) and ( f, g ) P" E longest (sink ( f ) ) , P must long cover ( e, f). This contradicts the assumption on ( f, g ) . So, ( f, g ) is on no path in longest (sink U (f )), and therefore, must be of type Lny or Lnn.
Construction of GLs
The network GLs is to have the property that a minimum cardinality cover (by paths) of its edges corresponds to a minimum cardinality MinMaxSP of the original network. Let H be the graph G,U Gs. That is, the vertices in H a r e the vertices in GL and Gs and the edges in H are those in G, as well as those in Gs. Since the vertices in G, and G, have the same labels, it is necessary to relabel these in H . The relabeling scheme we use prefixes each vertex label in GL with an I and each vertex label in G, with an s. Figs.   4 and 5 , respectively, give the GL and Gs networks that correspond to the network of Fig. 1 . The vertices have been relabeled as stated. The two figures together define H. A source to sink path in H corresponds to a source to sink path in the network N of Fig. 1 . If the H path is in the GL (G,) part of H, then the corresponding path in N is obtained by first mapping the H edges back to the N edges and then extending the resulting path of N to a sink and source using a longest (shortest) such extension; the path of N so obtained long (short) covers the edges on the path. So, at present we only have the capability to generate paths that either long cover or short cover edges. To allow for a path to simultaneously long cover and short cover edges we need to modify H so that paths from the GL component can cross into the Gs component and vice versa.
From Lemma 4, we see that G1 edges are long and short covered by all paths. So, we can modify H so as not to require two separate paths (one that long covers the G1 edge and another that short covers it). This is accomplished using the transformation of Fig. 6 . In this figure  ( a , b ) and ( c, d ) are, respectively, the images of the same G1 edge ( i , j ) in GL and Gs. y and I are two new vertices. When covering the edges of the resulting network H' we relax the covering requirement so that edges of the type e l through e4 (Fig. 6 ) need not be on any path in the cover. However, all edges of type e5 must be on at least one path in the cover. We refer to this relaxed notion of cover as partial cover and define it more precisely later. e5 is now the image of the G1 edge ( i , j ) . Since the resulting network has only one image for each GI edge and since edges of type e l through e4 are not required to be on a path of a partial cover, the transformation of Fig. -% e2 e4 a-cl 6 makes it possible to cover the image of each G1 edge by a single path in the (partial) cover. Without this transformation, each G1 edge would have two images and each image would have to be on at least one path in the cover.
From Lemma 7, paths that long (short) cover a G4 edge cannot short (long) cover any edge. So, for G4 edges no path crossovers between the GL and Gs components of H are to be provided. We do, however, need to provide for paths of the type described by Lemmas 8-12. For this we need to provide path connections from G2 edges of type Syn and Snn to G3 edges of type Lny and Lnn as well as from G2 edges of type Lyn and Lnn to G3 edges of type Sny and Snn. When this is done, we get the network GLs.
The construction of GLs is described below. Stepl: (Construct H , the union of GL and Gs).
Begin with a copy of GL and one of Gs. Prefix each vertex in GL with an I and each one in Gs with an s. This is just to make the two vertex sets different. Following this, we have the network H described above. Step2: (Account for G1 edges as in Lemma 4).
respectively, be its image in GL and Gs.
ii) Add edges ( a , y ) , ( c , y ) , ( y , z ) , ( z , b ) , and ( z , d ) (Fig. 6 ) . We now have the network H' described above. Step3: (Lemmas 8-11 and 12 a)).
For each G2 edge ( i , j ) of type Syn or Snn connect (by means of directed edges) the image of vertexj in Gs to the images in GL of all vertices k in N such that: i) ( k , 1 ) is a G3 edge of type Lny or Lnn; ii) there is a path f r o m j to k in N ; iii) ( i , j ) is on at least one path in longest (source iv) ( k , I ) is on at least one path in shortest (sink ( j ) ) ; v) all paths f r o m j to k have the same length.
( k ) ) ;
Step4: (Lemmas 8-1 1 and 12 b) ).
For each G2 edge ( i , j ) of type Lyn or Lnn connect (by means of directed edges) the image of vertex j in GL to the image in Gs of all vertices k in N such that: i) ( k , 1 ) is a G3 edge of type Sny or Snn; ii) there is a path f r o m j to k in N ; iii) ( i , j ) is on at least one path in shortest (source iv) ( k , 1 ) is on at least one path in longest (sink ( j ) ) ; v) all paths f r o m j to k have the same length. Lemma 13: Let P be a path in GLS. P is of one of the a) All edges in P are in GL. b) All edges in P are in Gs. c) P is of the form PLPMPR where all edges in PL are in GL; those in P, are edges introduced in step2; and those in PR are in GL. Note that PL or PR or both may be empty.
following types. d) P is as in c) except that all PR edges are in Gs. e) P is as in c) except that all PL edges are in Gs. f) P is as in c) except that all PL and PR edges are in g) All edges in PL are in Gs; PM is an edge introduced h) All edges in PL are in GL; PM is an edge introduced
GS.
in Step3; PR contains only edges in GL. in Step4; all edges in P, are in Gs.
Proof: Follows from the construction of GL, Gs, and 0 Lemma 14: Let P be a path in GLS. Let Q be its extension to a source to sink path of N . This extension is obtained in the following way. 1) If the first (last) edge in P is in GL, then extend leftwards (rightwards) to a source (sink) of N using a longest such extension.
2) If the first (last) edge in P is in Gs, then the extension to a source (sink) is by a shortest such extension.
3) If Q contains Step2 edges, these are mapped back to the G1 edges of N that they are the image of.
GLS and the properties of G I , G2, G3, G4 edges. 4) If Q contains a Step3 or Step4 edge, it is replaced by a j to k path in N . Proof: We consider the eight cases of Lemma 13. For P of type a), b), c), and f) the lemma follows from the construction of GL and Gs. For d), PL consists of zero or more GL edges followed by one or more Step2 edges (actually at least 3 will be there), followed by zero or more Gs edges. Each set of 3 Step 2 edges represents a G1 edge. The lemma follows from the definition of a G1 edge which requires that shortest (source ( i ) ) = longest (source ( i ) ) and shortest (sink ( j )) = longest (sink ( j )). The proof for e) is similar. Now consider 8). P is comprised of one or more Gs edges followed by a Step 3 edge followed by one or more GL edges. Let ( i , j ) be the last Gs edge and let ( k , 1 ) be the first GL edge. By construction, ( i , j ) is a G2 edge. Since ( i , j ) is on at least one path in longest (source ( k ) ) ; shortest (source ( i ) ) = longest (source ( i ) ) and all paths between j and k have the same length, it follows that the left segment of Q up to vertex k is in a path in longest (source ( k ) ) . Also, since ( k , 1 ) is on at least one path in shortest (sink ( j )); shorrest (sink ( I )) = longest (sink ( I ) ); and all paths between j and k have the same length, it follows that the segment of Q from j to the sink is in shortest (sink ( j )). The conditions of Lemma 10 are satisfied and so ( i , j ) is short Proof: Each path in X corresponds to exactly one path in GLS. This path is obtained by simply using the mappings from N to GL and Gs and the transformations of Steps 1 through 4 that obtain GLS. Further, the set of paths obtained in this way form a partial cover of GLs. The size of this partial cover is 1 X 1 and this must be 2 1 Y 1 as Y is a minimum cover of GLS. From Lemma 15 and the minimality of x, it follows that the size of the partial cover 0 must exactly equal 1 Y I . 
Summary
Our algorithm to obtain a MinMaxSP of a circuit, C , with rising and falling delays consists of the following steps.
S l ) From C construct an equivalent network N as in
S2)
From N construct a DAG GLs as described in Section 111-3.3. S3) Transform the DAG GLs into a network flow problem, F , as in [7] . However, Step2 edges el-e4, Step3, and Step4 edges of the GLs construction have a lower capacity Lj, of 0 rather than 1.
[71. IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS We programmed our algorithm in C and experimented with the ten ISCAS circuits used in the experiments reported in [7] . Fig. 10 gives the number of paths in the union of a minimum cardinality MinSP and a minimum cardinality MaxSP as well as in a minimum cardinality MinMaxSP for each of the ten circuits. The last column gives the difference between the sizes of these two sets. Fig. 11 gives the runtime, in seconds, on an Apollo DN3000 workstation. The time to compute the union of a minimum cardinality MinSP and a minimum cardinality MaxSp was obtained by running the algorithm of [7] to find a minimum cardinality MaxSP and then running its modification (Section 111-3.1) to find a minimum cardinality MinSP. The sum of these two times is the time to compute MinSP U MaxSP. The runtime of the algorithm obtained in Section 111-3.4 to find a minimum cardinality MinMaxSP is given in the last column.
